
FIRST CHAPTER OF LORD OF THE

A summary of Chapter 1 in William Golding's Lord of the Flies. In this first chapter, Golding establishes the parameters
within which this civilization functions.

Golding idealizes Ralph from the beginning, lavishing praise on his physical beauty. They are the first
concrete example of civilization on the island, with a decidedly negative feel. Florman, Ben. Sometimes, these
two impulses conflict with one another and people are confused as to which desire to follow through with.
Jack decides his group the choir-boys will act as the hunters. These descriptions give an idea to their
personality and feelings. Like Eden, the island paradise will collapse; the questions are how and why. That's a
reef out in the sea. But, the pair assumes others have survived and are around here somewhere, maybe hiding
in the copious foliage or something. The three boys who symbolize civilization, savagery, and spirituality all
go to explore the island together. On the way, they spot a wild pig caught in vines. While Ralph is enjoying
the new sights and pleasures of the tropical water, Piggy reveals that his parents are both dead and that he lives
with his aunt, who operates a candy store. Ralph gains status from his possession of the conch shell, which
gives him the authority to speak when the boys come together. In the book Lord of the Flies the theme is that
kids are not as innocent s they seem. As of now, all three are united. Jack vows not to hesitate next time. Ralph
finds a perfect swimming hole and says his father, who's in the Navy, will come rescue them. Retrieved May
8,  Ralph's mockery of Piggy is the first instance of inequality on the island, and it foreshadows the gross
inequities and injustices to come. It's Ralph. The invocation of colonial rhetoric suggests the struggles to come
over ownership of the key resources on the island such as the conch and Piggy's glasses and over the power to
rule one another. After demonstrating his swimming skills, Ralph spies a conch, which Piggy identifies as a
valuable shell that can be blown as a trumpet. As they travel back toward the beach, they find a wild pig
caught in a tangle of vines. Golding's Ralph exemplifies this author's superior style of character development
in this novel. Also, when he surveys the island from the summit of the mountain he states that it "belongs" to
them, almost as an act of colonization or conquering. The two, who have not previously met, begin a
conversation. The fat boy seriously, that's what he's called asks the fair boy again, that's what he's called what
his name is. This emphasis on naming is one of the first indications of the imposition of an ordered society on
the island it also recalls the naming of the animals in Genesis. Golding emphasizes the childish nature of the
boys from the outset of the narrative, and he suggests that many of the struggles that mark their time on the
island have less to do with either the natural brutality of the human spirit or the corruption of political society
than with the boys' young age and incapacity for responsibility. Download it! The tall boy answers, Ralph. He
further insists that the group stay assembled near the lagoon while three of the boys explore the territory to
determine whether or not it is an island. They also see the "scar" where the crashing plane tore through the
jungle. Jack pulls his knife but falters, and the pig gets away; he vows fiercely that next time he will follow
through. Perhaps there aren't any grownups anywhere. Jack, the newly appointed hunter, draws his knife and
steps in to kill it, but hesitates, unable to bring himself to act. The fair-haired boy introduces himself as Ralph
and the chubby one introduces himself as Piggy. Piggy's desperation only makes him seem more weak. Piggy
nervously declines, explaining that his asthma prevents him from swimming or running, but eventually-and
with much self-consciousness-removes his windbreaker. It is also significant here that Golding emphasizes the
establishment of property and subtly critiques the concept of ownership by discovery. Significantly, the role
that he first chooses for his choir is that of hunters-he selects that task which is most violent and most related
to military values. Piggy is hurt to be excluded from the search party, and Ralph placates him by giving him
the job of taking the names of all the boys who remain behind at the platform. A second boy soon joins the
first.


